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Introduction
Education is one of the sectors largely affected by the widespread use of the Internet technologies and the trend shows that the methodologies used in university and continuing education will change considerably in the coming years (Hanna, 1998) . This trend presents new opportunities and challenges in learning, especially at a distance. Traditional distance education methods are found to be non-interactive and restrictive in many ways, such as the lack of easy access to the libraries and tutors and time dependency. Use of Internet eases anytime, anywhere learning, with additional benefits such as synchronous and asynchronous ways of communication with tutors and fellow students. These factors increase the quality of education if used properly.
The growing demand for effective web tools in teaching and learning created a new commercial domain. The software developers started to market web based course management packages for educators interested either teaching their course via a web-based environment or using such tools for effective teaching in addition to the classroom environment.
A good tool should provide effective and fast interaction between the educator and the students, should have student services such as follow up, grades, self tests and should be instructor friendly in exam and homework preparation and evaluation etc (Henderson, 1998) .
In this study, 'Net-Class', a software package developed in Middle East Technical University for the same purpose is introduced and a comparison of commercial products with Net-Class is presented. The properties found out to be present in such tools for effective learning are discussed in detail.
Net-Class is already in use for several applications in METU including in-campus teaching, certificate and M.S. programs and it is available for those interested, especially in academic environment.
Net-Class Software
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tute of METU in order to provide an effective environment for but not restricted to the distance learning programs offered by the Informatics Institute.
Net-Class has web-based graphical interfaces and uses any web browser as its client side interface. The entire client-side interaction is based on HTML pages and forms. Since the users of the system may be working on various platforms, great care has been taken to include minimum amount of browser specific code because one of the major aims was to provide maximum availability.
Net-Class is developed in Java environment, which provides platform independence, ease of maintenance and increased reusability. At the server side, a web server, a servlet engine, and a relational database server is required to setup the Net-Class system. A three-tiered architecture is used in developing the Net-Class. The design characteristics of Net-Class allow platform independence and load balancing by supporting distribution of all servers onto distinct physical machines. However, this is not compulsory, as you may have all servers running on the same machine. The current system architecture is depicted in Figure - Net-Class recognizes three types of statically defined users, instructor, student, and administrator in the system. The other type, assistant, may have changing privileges that are defined by the instructor of the course, to which the teaching assistant is assigned. The system serves the users the relevant functionality by determining the type of the user during the authorization process.
Administrator is the one who manages the processes of Net-Class. He/she has the highest privileges related with the system. By using the admin tools he defines the layouts of courses, arrangement of the instructor and student tools. The modules of administrator are depicted in Figure- 2.
Instructors use the available tools to organize course content, apply tests and quizzes, assess students, view their access rates graphically, view and set grades, send e-mail, and organize chat sessions. All of the course data
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Relational Database other than lecture notes can be created and edited by the instructor via Web with the use of template pages. Thirdparty tools may be used for course content creation. Any kind of course data that can be presented within HTML pages can be served via Net-Class tools. Instructor tools are depicted in Figure -3 .
Gradebook module lets the instructor inform the students about the results of the quizzes, homework and other student work that needs to be graded. This feature is important in motivation building since students can follow their own progress compared to others in class. It also lets the instructor follow the students' progress and construct final grades quickly since it has features such as sorting. A sample Gradebook web page from Net Class is depicted in Figure- 4.
Student tracking module is an important feature that eases the follow-up of students just as taking attendance in classroom. By entering the student user id or name the instructor can follow the student's interest in the course materials. The instructor can follow student's accesses to the pages, the time of access and time spent on each of the pages, and contributions to the group projects. This constructs the skeleton of process tracking.
Histograms showing the statistics of page access per student and as a whole are also available to the instructor, who can look at most recently visited pages and time spent on each page. Screen shot of this module is depicted in Figure-5 .
Forum is another powerful feature of Net-Class. Instructor can define student discussion groups or project groups by using this module. A new group is created and only the instructor constructs the user list. Students in the same group have the facility of conducting and starting discussions, asking questions and receiving answers in an asynchronous environment. These discussion notes can be archived. Instructor can delete and deactivate each group. To enlarge the discussion environment and increase the sharing of ideas instructor can also combine the groups. Archived discussion notes can be searched and feedback can be supplied when necessary. Screen shot of this module is shown in Figure-6 .
Student side of the system has counterparts of the instructor side. Students can take quizzes, perform exams, view their grades, follow lecture notes, search lecture notes, chat, join the discussions and view course related data. Students may be categorized into groups and have discussions using forum utility. Student tools are depicted in Figure -7 .
All of the asynchronous communication tools are developed within Net-Class. A third party software is used for synchronous utilities like chat, whiteboard, voice chat, file sharing.
The Net-Class administrator is able to add/modify courses, export course data into html files, add/delete/modify users, announce latest news and publish information about current term using forms. There may be as many administrators as wanted. More details about the Net-class abilities can be seen in Table 1 , whose features are given in the following section.
Net Class is currently in use in METU. Although it is not commercially available yet, collaboration with academic institutions desiring to be a test site is possible.
General Features of Web Based Course Management Tools
While the important properties of Net Class are highlighted in the previous section, a more formal approach for the definition and details of these can be found in 
Student Tools
1. Self-assessing: Includes self-practice quizzes and other assessment tools that may or may not be scored on-line. 2. Progress Tracking: Includes the facility of checking marks on assignments and tests. 3. Searching: Includes the facility to find out keywords and subjects within the content of the course. 4. Motivation Building: Includes self-help tools and other facilities that provide direct encouragement to student to overcome difficulties.
5. Study Skill Building: Includes simple review tools that help the students how to study.
Instructor Tools
1. Course Planning: Tools enabling at least initial course layout and or structuring. 2. Course Managing: Tools enabling the instructors to collect information from or about students related to their progress in the course structure. 3. Course Customizing: Includes the facility to change the structure of the course. 4. Course Monitoring: Marks the students in order to get information about course resource usage. 5. Instructional Designing: Includes facilities to help instructors to create learning sequences. 6. Presenting Information: Includes facilities for formatting, displaying, or showing course material over the Web. 7. Testing: Includes facilities to assist to the instructors in the making up of practice quizzes, tests, exams, and other assignments.
2. Disk Space: Includes necessary disc space for courses, and students. 3. Platform: Includes the operating system where the applications will work on.
Comparison Table
A comparison of some well-known commercially available tools with Net-Class using the properties discussed previously is made in Table 1 .
Results and Conclusions
When above table is examined, the weaknesses and the strengths of Net-Class for each category can easily be seen:
1. In addition, the system has an eye appealing and userfriendly graphical design, which is an important feature missing in the Table. So we can conclude that the future work will involve 
